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How the Concept of Instinct Shapes Our Attitudes
About Nonhumans

Instinct is defined as patterns of behavior or specific skills in an
animal exhibited in response to environmental stimuli, that are
innate, largely unalterable, and not involving reason or conscious
thinking. While the basic concept of instinct may have validity, its
arbitrary application is clearly speciesist. Very few behavior
patterns and virtually no skills exhibited by humans are attributed
to instinct. In stark contrast, much of the behavior and skill sets
exhibited by nonhumans are assumed to be instinctual. For
example, nobody would think that there is no reasoning or
thought process involved when humans build houses. We don’t
consider this to be merely instinctual behavior. But dictionary
definitions of “instinct” frequently cite examples of birds building
nests. Nest building represents a relatively complex behavior. We
don’t really know what’s going on inside the mind of a bird
constructing a nest. While it’s possible that instinct is the initiating
force behind her behavior, I highly doubt that there’s no active
thinking or reasoning processes going on.

When we arbitrarily choose to explain complex animal behavior as
instinct, only when nonhumans are involved, we are being
speciesist. Attributing the behavior of nonhumans to instinct has
the effect of minimizing their capabilities and accomplishments,
reducing them to unthinking machines, denying their sentience
and personhood, and justifying our own feelings of superiority and
our continued exploitation of them.

To the extent that instinct is something that in fact exists, as
opposed to a social construct that serves to advance an “us
versus them” mindset, it should be impartially studied and
rationally discussed. But it should never be used as a tool to
justify oppression, discrimination, and violence towards other
animals.
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“As far as I'm concerned, veganism is the
single most important form of social
activism that anybody can engage in.”
—Gary L. Francione

“We cannot defend or be kind to animals
until we stop exploiting them, exploiting
them in the name of science, exploiting
animals in the name of sport, exploiting
animals in the name of fashion, and yes,
exploiting animals in the name of food.”
—Cesar Chavez

“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice
everywhere.”
—Martin Luther King Jr.

abolitionist veganism

Abolitionist veganism is an animal rights
approach based on the principle that all
sentient beings deserve to be granted the
right not to be classified as property.
. . . animal rights cannot be separated from
other issues of social justice and
oppression. These issues are interrelated
and connected.
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Number of animals killed in the world by
the meat, dairy and egg industries, since
you opened this webpage. This does not
include the billions of fish and other aquatic
animals killed annually.

Based on 2007 statistics from the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations' Global Livestock Production and
Health Atlas.
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about me

Ken Hopes

I had been a lacto-ovo vegetarian since the
late 1970s when I went vegan in 2004. It
was becoming increasingly evident to me
that ethically based vegetarianism meant
veganism. Over the past couple of years
my understanding of animal rights has
evolved considerably. I now consider myself
to be an abolitionist vegan and a secular
sentientist. I believe that directly promoting
veganism is the only effective way of
reducing and ultimately eliminating animal
exploitation.

View my complete profile

about the blog title

The college I attended in western New York
back in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s had two
dining halls. I preferred Brockway Hall
because it offered vegetarian entrées at
lunch and dinner.
Today Brockway Hall at SUNY Brockport
offers vegan entrées as well.
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Daniel K. Vegan said...

Instinct, hard-wired, programmed, made that way - it's all the
same right? I'm sure that some behaviours in both humans and
non-humans are instinctual, like the hair on the back of your
neck standing up when you're scared, but to dismiss all animal
behaviour as instinct is indeed speciesist.

Great essay Ken!
October 30, 2009

Roger Yates said...

Mainstream sociology is guilty of suggesting that everything
nonhuman animals do is instinctual and everything (virtually
everything anyway) humans do is cultural.

I think it is rather more complex than that. This video taps into
such ideas: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRYvDbY-2E8

October 30, 2009
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